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Executive summary
So far no formal studies have been conducted on the fur retail value at national and international
level. An important explanation is that there are generally no official statistics or data that can
directly provide a credible and comprehensive picture of the size and significance of this industry.
From an academic and a business point of view it is important to be able to substantiate and
quantify the importance and position of the industry. The global fur retail value must then be
estimated. Mark-ups are factors or coefficients that measure the value of fur skins. A mark-up of
7 means, that the value of raw fur skin is multiplied by 7 from auction house to a fur coat in a
retail store. Mark-ups can also be used from fur manufacturing sale to retail sale, from import
value to retail sale etc. Mark-ups can then be used to calculate the fur retail value in each
country, each region and globally.

The mark-up method includes the value of all fur retail products regardless of the form (fur coat,
accessories etc.). Results of the mark-up-model show the value at retail level that raw fur skins
have generated regardless of outlet, product etc. The model uses mark-ups provided by market
experts, and mark-ups can be individual from country to country, and they are variable from
year to year. The results from the model are supplemented and verified by statistical databases,
by input from market experts etc. shows that mark ups are a useful and acceptable method for
calculating the value of fur sales at retail level. Mark-ups from raw fur skin to fur retail: 4-13
(up to 20), depending on the market, product, brand value, value chain, country and year (price
of raw fur skins). For major European producers, mark-ups are mostly in the range of 6-10.

The value of world total raw fur skin production in 2015: 4,1 billion USD.

Fur retail values based on official statistics, industry data, mark-ups etc. are estimated for Germany,
U.K., Russia, USA and China. The world total fur retail sale amounts to around USD 30 bn.

Figure 1. Global fur retail value 2005-2015
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2. Introduction

Fur retail industry is an important part of
the fur value chain. It connects the fur
farmers, fur manufacturing companies and
other upstream industries to the consumers
– the end-users. Market signals are
captured and adopted in the fur retail
chain and are sent backwards in the value
chain. A major part of the added value is
also generated in the retail sector.

The retail industry is also a part of a very
globalized and vertically integrated
business of international sourcing and
marketing.

While  the upstream parts of the value
chains (fur farms and fur skin production)
are rather well described, information and
statistics about the fur retail  industry are
much more scarce. The reasons are that
consumption statistics are more difficult to
collect that production statistics.

Furthermore, fur products are sold at retail
levels in different types of outlets and in
diversified types of products.

As no method and no source to quantify
the fur retail sale alone is complete, six
different methods and approaches will be
used to give reliable data:

1) Mark-ups from raw fur skin production
to fur retail.

2) Mark-ups from raw fur skin
manufacturing to fur retail.

3) Official national and/or international
statistics.

4) Fur industry data, data from interviews
with organizations etc.

5) Import and export statistics (import is
often a major source of supply for the fur
retail industry).

6) Data from fur retail companies (annual
reports, interviews etc.).
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3. Concept of model

3.1 Background
Fur garments are produced and purchased
in a large number of different countries.
International trade is significant, as China
is a major producing and exporting
country, while Russia and Western
countries are major importing countries.
In general, the availability of data to
estimate the retail value of fur products on
country levels is insufficient. National
statistics do not include these data, and
statistics from business organizations etc.
are in general not sufficient and they are
often incomparable.

Previous studies have been based on data
from few countries with available data,
which made it possible to build models
that can be used to estimate the retail
value of fur products in other similar
countries. However, this method and this
approach had several weaknesses: First of
all, not all countries fit so well in such a
model. Secondly, the method estimated
the value of fur coats and fur garments at
retail level, but fur accessories etc. were
not included, and coats etc. with only
minor fur parts were included at full
value.

Based on this experience, two ways or
models to collect data and to estimate the
fur retail value can be considered:

Model A) is to structure and standardize
data about fur garment retail value from
countries with major fur industries.

Model B) is to calculate fur value along
the value chain from farmer to consumer
based on raw skin production, import and
export data along the value chain and
mark-ups.

Box 1. The model - at a glance
As the global fur retail value is not already
registered – and as the availability and value
of the relevant statistics are very limited –
other models and methods must be used to
estimate the global fur retail value.

This model is based on
* Production and production value of

raw fur skin
* Fur manufacturing value
* Import and export of raw fur skins,

tanned and dressed skins and fur
garment

* Mark-ups

Mark-ups are factors or coefficients that
measure the value of fur skins. A mark-up of
for example 7 means, that the value of raw
fur skins is multiplied with 7 from auction
house to a fur coat in a retail store. Mark-ups
can also be used from fur manufacturing sale
to retail sale, from import value to retail sale
etc. Mark-ups can then be used to calculate
the fur retail value in each country, each re-
gion and globally.

The mark-up method includes all fur retail
value regardless of the form (fur coat, acces-
sories etc.). The model uses mark-ups provid-
ed by market experts, and mark-ups can be
individual from country to country, and they
are variable from year to year. The results
from the model are supplemented and veri-
fied by statistical databases, by input from
market experts etc.

The annual fur retail value for individual
countries is estimated using the same proce-
dure. However, import and export along the
value chain must be included and taken into
account.

For some few countries fur retail sales are
registered and published by the national sta-
tistical authorities. In these cases, the official
statistics are used.
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This new model B) starts with raw fur
skin, where national data are available –
or can be available – except for countries,
where data are less reliable. Based on
mark-ups in the value chain from raw skin
to final retail products, and based on
import and export of both raw and tanned
skin and fur clothing, the total final retail
value for each individual country and for
all countries in total can be estimated.

Mark-ups have so far been estimated
based on knowledge from several
European fur organizations and
companies.

The model B) allows information about
national fur garment value (Model A) as
input in the model and to supplement
results based on mark-ups.

 Domestic production  Local prices,

 of raw fur skin.  5 locations 2

 Number (volume) 1 x

 local price 

Import 3

Domestic market Import 5

for raw fur skin.

Available raw fur skin  W

7 Domestic market

Export 4 for dressed/tanned fur skin. Import 9

Available fur skin X

.           11

Domestic market

Export 6 fur garments (wholesale).

Available fur garments 

Fur manufacturing Import 9

industry 8 Export 10 14

Retail value data Domestic market

based on national fur garments (retail).

statistics 12 Retail value  Z

Retail value data

based on industry Export 10 Database including

statistics 13 all countries

3.2 Model description
A new model can be established based on
the following concept:

A) All countries report the annual retail
value of fur products being sold
(including VAT, tariffs, levies etc.). “Fur
products” include products where fur skin
is a significant part of the total price of
the product. All countries describe briefly
how the retail value is estimated. These
data comes from “real life”, and there is a
clear connection between data and market
experts. The challenge is to obtain
documentation and comparability among
countries. It may also be a challenge to
have annual reports from all countries.

B) As an alternative and/or supplement
to A), a model based on mark-ups, fur
skin production, import and export is
developed.

Figure 2. The fur garment retail value model: Value chain, trade flows, inter-relations and
coefficients

Source: Own presentation
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a.   Production, import and export data is
collected centrally and annually from
international databases. Reliable sources
can be used, and the level of documen-
tation is high.

b.   Mark-ups are estimated at country
levels.  These mark-ups are supposed to
be partly consistent from year to year. An
important issue is to obtain credible mark-
ups.

The following sections will describe the
content, data sources and concept of
model B). Also data from model A) is
included. The model, value chain, trade
flows, inter-relations and coefficients are
shown in figure 2, and table 1 shows data
sources, coefficients etc.

Table 1. The fur garment retail value model: Data sources, units etc.

Code Data source Unit
1 HOH, LOCAL Production of raw fur skin pieces
2 HOH, LOCAL Price per skin (from major fur auctions) $ or Euro
3 HOH, UN Import of raw fur skin $ or Euro
4 HOH, UN Export of raw fur skin $ or Euro
5 HOH , UN Import of tanned and dressed fur skin $ or Euro
6 HOH, UN Export of tanned and dressed fur skin $ or Euro
7 LOCAL Mark up: raw -> dressed and tanned skin Coefficient
8 HOH, EUROSTAT Production value of fur garments etc. $ or Euro
9 HOH, UN Import of fur garments $ or Euro
10 HOH, UN Export of fur garments $ or Euro
11 LOCAL Mark up: dressed and tanned skin -> fur garments Coefficient
12 HOH, LOCAL Fur retail sale $ or Euro
13 HOH, LOCAL Fur retail sale $ or Euro
14 LOCAL Mark up: Wholesale -> retail value Coefficient

W HOH Available raw fur skin on domestic market $ or Euro
X HOH Available dressed/tanned skin on domestic market $ or Euro
Y HOH Available fur garments on domestic market (wholesale)$ or Euro
Z HOH, LOCAL Retail value of fur garment sale $ or Euro

Note: HOH = Henning Otte Hansen. UN = UNCOMTRADE.  Other data provider would also be
possible. LOCAL = data provided by local (national) institutions regarding market structures,
price settings, price transformation etc.

The model takes production of raw fur
skin as a starting point – and then we
move forward in the value chain.  This
“forward integration approach” ensures
some consistency of both model, data and
results.

The model must be used for all individual
countries, and finally all results can be
collected in a global database. The model
can be updated each year, by use of
constant mark-ups, or by updating mark-
ups year by year.

Mark-ups are determined by local
reporters from each (major or significant)
country. Special countries (with no local
data supplier, with reliable fur garment
retail value, or countries with non-
transparent markets like e.g. China) can
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be treated separately by using data from
method A) and add data directly to the
bottom line.

Coefficients (mark-ups) are expected to
be rather identical for similar countries.
However, methods to estimate coefficients
can be described. Calculation of fur skins
per fur garment can be used: If one fur
coat demands for example 25 fur skins,
and if the price of both coat and raw (or
dressed) fur skin is available, then the
factor or mark-up can easily be calculated.
See also chapter 6.3 with an example of
calculation mark-ups.

The factor/mark-up is expected to be valid
for all raw (or dressed) skins, and then the
retail value of all skins – regardless of its
final use – is included. In that way the
results of the mark-up-model show the
value at retail level that raw fur skins have
generated regardless of outlet, product
etc.

Some examples of mark-ups are shown in
table 2.

Mark-ups are calculated as:

Mark-up = Retail price of fur coat / value
of raw fur skins used.

The table tells us, that the value of one
raw fur skin is multiplied by about 6,
when it is sold as fur garment at the retail
level. So in this case, 6 is the average

mark-up or factor going from raw fur skin
to retail sale. The value of raw fur skin
does not depend on the final use –
whether the raw fur skin is used as
accessories or as fur coats – so the mark-
ups can be assumed to account for the use
of all raw fur skins regardless of final use.

The model comprises all links in the value
chain – however in many cases countries
do not have activities in all links.  In these
cases “zero” is added, and the model still
works.

The model is based on exogenous data,
where international databases (UN
databases) can be used to extract import
and export data, while production data
can be identified from national statistics,
local key persons, auction houses etc.
Mark-ups are endogenous (internal) data,
where local reporters have the knowledge
to collect data. Mark-ups will probably be
rather constant over time, if prices of raw
fur skin are constant. However, when raw
fur skin prices are high, then mark-ups are
expected to be relatively low – and high
when raw fur skin prices are low. Mark-
ups are expected to be rather identical
among similar countries. However, in rich
countries mark-ups are expected to be
relatively high, as labour costs and other
costs are higher. If some countries have
extreme mark-ups, actions have be taken
in order to ensure comparability.

Table 2. Mark-up calculations from raw fur skin to retail value

Price of one raw fur Retail price of Skins used per
(mink) skin, Euro fur coats, Euro fur coat Mark-up

30 3.500 18 6,5
30 5.000 25 6,7
30 2.500 15 5,6

Source: Own calculations
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Box 2. Estimation of domestic supply (available products) from production, import, export and
stock variation

Estimation of domestic supply of fur skins – or available fur skins – is essential in the model. Available
fur skins are calculated as “production + import - minus export”. FAO uses the same method in the
FAOSTAT database. FAO also adjusts for stock variations. In the long run stock variations will be zero.
As an example, table 3 shows how domestic supply of cheese in Italy is calculated:

Table 3. Calculation of domestic supply quantity of cheese in Italy in 2011 (tonnes)
Production 1.245.175
Import Quantity 479.132
Export Quantity 280.856
Stock Variation 40
Domestic supply quantity 1.443.491

Source: Own calculations based on FAO (2016)

Domestic supply is calculated as production + import - export +/- stock variations

Cheese from FAOSTAT is a rather simple example, as the commodity codes are identical, and as there is
only one source. Eurostat data (PRODCOM) is also an important source as also non-agricultural and
non-food products (opposite to FAO) are included.

PRODCOM values goods at the price they are sold by the producing enterprise (factory-gate prices),
whereas international trade statistics use the value of the goods at the border, which may include
transport costs, profit by intermediaries etc. However, there are both important assumptions and
limitations to be taken into account:

– External trade records movement of goods across borders. It does not distinguish imports and exports
involving sales from other flows, such as transfers of goods between enterprises and their subcontractors
or between members of a multi-national enterprise. Flows both with and without sales are compared with
the sales reported by PRODCOM.

– Where goods are imported or exported without a sale, the value of the goods reported to Intrastat is
estimated. In PRODCOM the current practice is that when goods are produced but not sold by an
enterprise (such as in the case of sub-contracting) either no value is given, or the value reported is the fee
paid.

The formula ‘Apparent consumption = sold production + imports – exports’ assumes that
a) “the classification of goods in PRODCOM and External trade are consistent”
b) “the methodologies used for the two surveys produce comparable results”
c) “the valuation of products in the two surveys is comparable”
d) “all goods sold are consumed, either in the reporting county or abroad”
e) “only exports that involve a sale are reported, so all exports reduce consumption”
f) “all imports are consumed”

None of these assumptions is completely correct. This means that the concept of apparent consumption is
flawed. Therefore, discrepancies can be caused by any of these methodological inconsistencies. The
conclusion is, that in ideal conditions consumption = production + imports - exports, but due to not
completely consistent data, it is not possible to extract or calculate the domestic demand for (consump-
tion of) fur apparel, and by that the fur retail value. Further information about the share of production
from non-reporting companies will be necessary.
Source: Eurostat (2015)
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For some few countries fur retail sales are
registered and published by the national
statistical authorities or similar institu-
tions. In these cases, these official statis-
tics are used.

3.3 Results of model testing
After testing the model with real data,
some observations have been made:

1) The model is consistent: The market
= production + import – import +/-
changes instocks

2) The model is sensitive to the number
of produced skins. Skins for domestic
market are calculated as

Domestic use = production + import -
export.

If for example fur skin production in a
country is updated or corrected with
200.000 skins, the domestic use will
increase. As the retail value = raw fur skin
use x mark-up, the retail value will
increase with about 200 million US$.
Production data are often estimated (and
not real statistical data), and updating of
annual data with 200.000 skins in a
country is not unusual. This will
“weaken” the model, if production
statistics are not reliable. This is the case
for a number of countries, which implies,
that fur retail data for some countries
cannot be estimated.

3) Mark-ups can be used as long term
upscaling from raw skin to retail value,
but constant mark-ups in years with very
changing prices of raw skin may lead to
mis-leading results. If raw skin prices
increase 25 per cent in one year, then
retailprices should increase by more than
100 per cent. A solution is to usedifferent
mark-ups from year to year (and mark-ups

will probably change fromyear to year),
but it will require substantial market
research. Mark-ups from raw fur skin to
fur garment will not be constant from year
to year, and mark-ups from fur garment to
retail will probably also be variable but to
a lesser extent.

4) One solution is to compare prices of
fur garments (where you know the
number of skins being used) with raw fur
skin prices – over 5-10 years. If these data
were available – just some few examples
– then we can adjust the mark-ups from
year to year.

5) Another solution will be to use data
from “markets in balance”. Mark-ups will
be consistent in “an average year” with
supply, demand and prices in balance.
Retail values from these years can be used
as “base values.”

6) The model does not incorporate
stocks and changes in stocks. It would be
easy to include, but data would not be
available. Moving averages will reduce or
eliminate this uncertainty.

7) Production, export, processing and
retail sale will not take place the same
year. In a country as Denmark, where 99,5
per cent of production is exported, you
will see, that the export value does not
correspond with the production value.
Some years net-export value is bigger
than production value, which is not logic.
Lags – and sometimes also stocks –  are
important explanations for this.

8) Price transmission – changes in raw
skin prices influencing prices of fur
garments – will take time. Short term raw
fur skin prices changes will not influence
prices of fur garments immediately. It
takes time for raw fur skins to be
processed, traded, manufactured and sold
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on retail level. Furthermore, the retail
industry may wish to sell garments based
on high raw skin prices, before they lower
their retail prices due to lower skin costs.
In practice, there must be a balancing/
leveling over time, which can be done by
working with a moving average.

9) The model can be used to estimate
long term retail values using constant
mark-ups.Annual retail values will
demand annual mark-ups or “adjusted
mark-ups”, where you estimate the raw
fur share of fur garments for some years,
and you adjust the mark-ups or you adjust
the retail value.

10) Data and model have been analyzed
and improved in order to be valid:
- results have been be compared with

business facts
- Mark-ups must be completely

incorporated in the model
- Export and imports of “other fur

skin” play a major role in several
countries.  The content of this export
and import must be taken into
account.

- Wild fur skins are important in
several countries, and they must be
included in the calculations

- Special national conditionsand/or
data can be incorporated in the
model.

11) Based on:
- production values of raw skin,
- fur manufacturing industry

production value
- import and export of raw mink skin,
- import and export of dressed and

tanned mink skin

- import and export of clothing,
accessories and other articles of
furskin

- national official statistics
- information from fur industry

organisations
- reported and estimated mark-ups
- the share of mink skin in total world

trade of fur skins,
total retail value of fur garments can be
estimated with an acceptable margin of
uncertainty.
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4.1 Introduction
In order to calculate the fur retail value, it
is crucial to estimate the production of
raw fur skins. All fur retail sales originate
from raw fur skins – to a greater or lesser
extent – so the number and the value of
produced raw fur skins are important in-
formation generating the value of fur
skins further along the value chain.

As well as the level of fur production, its
development, distribution across countries
and value are also interesting. By calculat-
ing the value of production, it is possible
to determine the importance of the sector
compared to other sectors and in relation
to the overall economy.

In the vast majority of cases, national sta-
tistical institutes and industry organiza-
tions do not calculate the value of fur
skins produced on fur farms. Often there
is no comprehensive market price that can
be used. When no figures for production
value exist, not even at the national level,
it becomes even more difficult and uncer-
tain to make calculations at the interna-
tional level.

In the following, the value of the world’s
total fur production is calculated. The
number of mink pelts produced per coun-
try is multiplied by the average sales price
for mink achieved at the major auctions,
ie Kopenhagen Fur, SAGA Furs, NAFA
and ALC. A weighted average price per
year is calculated, using auction prices
and/or  domestic skin prices published by
national statistical offices.

If data are not available, then prices esti-
mated on basis of prices from Kopenha-

gen Fur are used, as Kopenhagen Fur is
considered the largest fur auction house in
the world, so one can assume that the
pricing here is indicative of international
market prices.

As China does not actually sell mink skins
at Western auction houses, an estimate of
Chinese fur prices is missing. According
to Yan (2013), Chinese fur prices are
around 30 percent lower than Danish pric-
es achieved at the auction at Kopenhagen
Fur, while Chen (2013a) estimates that the
level is up to 40 percent lower. Based on
Guangcai (2013), it can be calculated that
Chinese prices for mink are at least 40
percent lower than Danish prices. For that
reason, it has been estimated that Chinese
fur prices are 60 percent of the Danish
price level.

4.2 Number of produced mink skin
In the following, figures relating to the
mink skin production in all major coun-
tries are presented, initially focusing on
mink skin production, which is by far the
most important fur type. The figures are
based on information from official statis-
tics, trade associations, companies, scien-
tific papers and reports, interviews with
experts, etc. In some cases, estimates have
been calculated due to a lack of informa-
tion. See table 4.

After the table, an explanation of the
sources and their quality, the method of
calculation, etc. is given.

In recent years, world production has been
calculated as the sum of all countries’ pro-
duction data (including the group ‘other

4. Fur skins: Production and value of production
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Table 4. Mink skin production 2010-2015. Pieces

* Estimate

** The number is rounded to the nearest 100.000

Sources:

China
There is no production of mink pelts in Hong Kong.
Sources: China Leather Industry Association & China Fur Breeders Commission (2016),
Kopenhagen Fur (2016 b + c) EFBA (2013), X Bin and GAO Ya-qin (2007), Yan, L. (2013), sun,
Guangeai (2010 +2013), Yan Hua; Zhang Wei and Liu Xin (2012), China Chamber of Commerce
of Foodstuffs and Native Produce (2012), Chen, W. (2013a + b), Zhang Tong - gong (2006),
Yang Xi Tao, Zhang Wei, Zhou Xue-hong (2011), USDA (2010), Zhang Shuhua (2005)

Denmark
Official statistics are from Statistics Denmark and Kopenhagen Fur. Statistics Denmark is to
some extent based on industry information.
Sources: Statistics Denmark (2016) and Kopenhagen Fur (2016 b + c).

Poland
Sources: Wojick, Szczepan (2014) and Kopenhagen Fur (2016 b + c).

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015*
China  15.500.000  16.000.000   16.500.000  31.000.000    34.000.000  32.000.000
Denmark  14.400.000  15.000.000   15.800.000  17.200.000    17.200.000  17.800.000
Poland 4.250.000 4.900.000 5.100.000 7.500.000 9.500.000 9.000.000
Netherlands 5.300.917 5.378.164 5.672.332 5.671.600 5.515.950 5.626.500
USA 2.840.200 3.091.470 3.400.000 3.544.610 3.763.250 3.800.000
Canada 2.298.280 2.713.900 2.804.800 2.771.500 3.384.000 2.900.000
Russia 1.300.000 1.600.000 2.000.000 2.100.000 2.200.000 2.100.000
Finland 1.327.404 1.576.290 1.114.515 1.401.905 1.217.855 1.900.000
Greece 575.000 650.000 800.000 1.200.000 1.800.000 1.800.000
Lithuania 900.000 1.100.000 1.300.000 1.500.000 1.500.000 1.600.000
Sweden 900.000 900.000 975.000 1.050.000 1.100.000 1.000.000
Norway 540.000 500.000 610.000 700.000 850.000 800.000
Belarus 600.000 700.000 800.000 900.000 900.000 800.000
Spain 425.000 450.000 590.000 650.000 700.000 700.000
Latvia 365.000 360.000 400.000 500.000 700.000 600.000
Ukraine 400.000 550.000 700.000 700.000 750.000 600.000
Germany 350.000 350.000 350.000 350.000 350.000 350.000
Iceland 187.045 199.460 200.890 194.000 257.170 238.455
France 180.000 180.000 180.000 180.000 200.000 180.000
Ireland 225.000 225.000 225.000 200.000 200.000 180.000
Estonia 200.000 190.000 180.000 170.000 170.000 180.000
Italy 170.000 150.000 150.000 160.000 180.000 170.000
Belgium 150.000 150.000 150.000 150.000 170.000 150.000
Argentina 10.000 12.000 15.000 17.000 17.000 17.000
Japan 1.700 1.600 2.200 1.500 1.500 1.500
Other 500.000 500.000 500.000 500.000 500.000 500.000

World** 53.900.000 57.400.000 60.500.000 80.300.000 87.100.000 85.000.000
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Finland
Official statistics are from Statistics Finland for the production of both mink and fox furs on
farms and skins from wild fur-bearing animals.
Source: Statistics Finland (several years).

Sweden
Official statistics are from Statistics Sweden concerning the number of breeders of mink and
foxes (number of farms) and the number of breeding animals. Official statistics are based on
figures from Sweden’s Fur Breeders’ Association. The number of produced mink pelts is then
calculated based on the population size
Source: Statistics Sweden (several years).

Norway
In Norway, the number of fur farms (number of foxes and mink) and sales of mink and fox pelts
are published. Data are based on Norway’s sales of fur skins. It is subsequently assumed that
sales equal production.
Source: Statistics Norway (several years).

Iceland
The population of mink, foxes, etc. is published annually along with figures for the number of
skins per mated female. The annual fur production is then calculated based on this information.
Source: Statistics Iceland (several years).

The Netherlands
The size of the mink population (number of females) is published each year. The figures include
all kinds of fur animals, although the majority of produced furs are mink – especially in recent
years. In addition, figures for the number of furs per female per year are available. The annual fur
production is then calculated based on this information.
Sources: CBS (2016) and Boekhorst (2013).

Greece
Sources: Vlachveti, Aspasia; Notta, Ourania and Demiri, Stamatia (2010)

France
The French fur sector is relatively small and only consists of 18 farms. Data are based on
industry information, which is validated by import and export figures.
Sources: La Fourrure Française (2013) and Kopenhagen Fur (2016c).

Italy
Sources: Associazione Italiana Pellicceria (2016), Fur Auctions (2013b) and Kopenhagen Fur
(2016 b + c).

Ireland
There are five authorised mink farms, which produce 200.000-250.000 mink pelts per year. As
the production of fur in Ireland is almost 100 percent export-oriented, the export figures are used
as a control for the production data or as a proxy.
Sources: Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine (2012), Kopenhagen Fur (2016c) and
the UN (2016a).
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Germany
Sources: German Fur Association of Wholesalers and Traders (2013) and Kopenhagen Fur (2016
b+c).

UK
Fur production ceased in 2003. The production of mink pelts in the years up to 2003 has been
estimated and published.
Source: McGinness and Richards (2000).

Latvia
Sources: Ministry of Agriculture Republic of Latvia (2009), EFBA (2013) and UN (2016a).

Lithuania
Sources: Tallat-Kelpsa, C. (2013), EFBA (2013) and UN (2016a)

Estonia
The volume of fur production is estimated based on the export of raw fur skins

Russia
The statistical basis is very uncertain.
Sources: Kopenhagen Fur (2016 b + c) EFBA (2013), Balakirev and Tinaeva (2001), Guangcai,
Sun (2010), Titova (2003), Sojuzpushnina (2013), Fur Auctions (2015a) and Fur Farms of Russia
catalogue (2015, 2016 and 2017)

Ukraine
Source: Iemelianova (2015a+b)

Belarus
Sources: Fur Auctions (2013a) based on the IFTF.

Argentina
Sources: Made in Argentina (2013) IFTF (2013) and El Poral de Chincillas en Internet (2013)

Japan
Source: JFA (2013)

Canada
The number of produced mink and fox skins, the population, number of farms, etc are published
regularly by Statistics Canada.
Source: Statistics Canada (2016).

USA
The U.S. Department of Agriculture, USDA, publishes annual figures regarding the number of
farms, the size of the population, production, prices, etc. for mink.
Source: USDA (several years).

World production
In recent years, world production has been calculated as the sum of all countries’ production data
(including the group ‘other countries’). Previously, world production was calculated as a separate
estimate based on Kopenhagen Fur (2016c).
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countries’). Previously, world production
was calculated as a separate estimate
based on Kopenhagen Fur (2016c).

The 25 countries shown in table 3 account
for 99.99 percent of total world exports of
raw skins and 96,2 percent of total im-
ports of raw skins.

As is evident from table 3 and the accom-
panying notes and sources, there are no
official sources, which document the pro-
duction of mink pelts in all the individual
countries. However, it is possible to ob-
tain a fairly reliable picture of mink pro-
duction by country by referring to official
statistics from some countries, reports
from national and international trade or-
ganizations and professional and scientific
articles.

4.3 Prices of mink skins
It is necessary to have access to prices of
raw fur skins in order to calculate the va-
lue of production of raw fur skins. In or-
der to make a satisfactory pricing, it is
worth noting that the market for fur skins
has special features:

- The fur market is free and
unprotected, which is in contrast to
the majority of agricultural products.
The income of fur farmers therefore
comes almost exclusively from the
market.

- A very large share of the production
is traded on international markets.
The export share is unusually high in
many of the producing countries,
especially compared to other
agricultural products.

- The fur market is very volatile and is
characterized by fluctuating prices,
supply and demand over time. The

fluctuating prices, which are created
by changes in supply and demand,
are especially important as they can
be very decisive for the income and
business opportunities of the sector.
The volatility of the change in the
price of raw fur skins is also an
unusual situation in comparison with
other agricultural sectors.

- Raw fur skins are sorted in a large
number of uniform types, depending
on quality, size etc. This means that
an average price can coversignifi-
cant differences and variations.

Price setting typically takes place on the
big fur auctions.

At the international level, there are up to
six major auction houses, which are
located in Copenhagen, Helsinki, Toronto,
Seattle, Ontario and Saint Petersburg.
They account for the bulk of fur sales
worldwide and compete with each other
to get as many fur skins as possible to
auction.

See figure 3.
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Kopenhagen Fur

Ontario

Seattle

Saga Fur

Other

Figure 4. Prices of mink skins at four major fur auction houses

Sources: Own presentation based on Kopenhagen Fur (2016), Statistics Canada (2016), Profur
(2016) and USDA (several issues)

Figure 3. Size of the largest fur auction
houses measured by total number of
traded fur skins

Note: 2015 or most recent year with available
data.

Source: Own presentation based on Kopenhagen
Fur (2016a), SAGA Furs (2016), NAFA (2016),
ALC (2016), Sojuzpushnina (2016), Fur
Harvesters’ Auctions Inc. (2016)

Also collaboration among fur auction
houses exists: In 2013, ALC (Seattle), Fur
Harvesters Auction Ontario) and Saga

Furs signed an agreement to hold joint
actions at Saga Furs in Helsinki.

Around 50 million fur skins are sold
through these four international fur
auction houses. This should be seen in
conjunction with an annual production of
the order of 85 million mink furs and 95
million furs in total (2015). Therefore, a
significant share of the world’s fur
production is not traded on the major fur
auction houses.

The auction prices seem to follow the
same trend from auction house to auction
house - see Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows, that the prices follow the
same variations and have more or less the
same level. More detailed data for each
country/auction house is shown in figure
5-8.

In order to calculate a value for all raw
mink skin certain assumptions must be
taken:
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Figure 5. Average prices of mink skins at
Kopenhagen Fur

Source: Own calculations based on
Kopenhagen Fur (2017)

Figure 7. Average prices of mink skins at
Saga Fur

Source: Own calculations based on Profur
(2016)

Figure 6. Average price of mink skins in
Canada

Note: Value of pelts divided by number of
pelts produced

Source: Own calculations based on Statistics
Canada (2016)

Figure 8. Average price of mink skins in
USA

Source: Own calculations based on USDA
(several issues)
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Figure 9. Weights to be used for calculating an world average price of raw mink skins,
2000-2015

Source: Own calculations based on data from table 4 + figure 5-8

The number of mink pelts produced per
country is multiplied by the average sales
price for mink achieved at the major
auctions, i.e. Kopenhagen Fur, SAGA
Furs, NAFA and ALC. A weighted
average price per year is calculated, using
auction prices and/or domestic skin prices
published by national statistical offices.

Kopenhagen Fur sells close to 28 million
skins per year, but Denmark only
produces around 18 million skins per
year. Denmark imports raw fur skins – to
be sold at Kopenhagen Fur – from
Poland, the Netherlands, Norway,
Lithuania, Sweden etc., so a part of the
skins from these countries will be priced
based on prices from auctions at
Kopenhagen Fur.

Similarly, Finland imports skins from a
number of countries, and a part of the fur
production from these countries is priced

based on the prices achieved at auctions at
Saga Fur.

China's production is to great extent not
traded on auctions, and therefore China’s
production has its own weighting.

Figure 9 shows estimated weights to be
used for calculating value of raw world
mink skins production.

4.4. Other skins than mink skins
So far there has been focus on mink skins,
as it is the most important skin product,
and since there is a relatively good price
information for this product. However,
there are a number of other raw fur
products, and table 5 shows their
importance in international trade.

The table shows, amongst other things,
that mink is by far the most important fur
regarding international trade. Mink ac-
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Table 5. World trade (export) of raw furskins (2015)

Code    Product USD %
430110 (Raw mink furskins, whole) 4.420.163.398 89,0
430120 (Raw rabbit or hare furskins, whole)
430130 (Raw Persian and similar lamb furskins, whole) 13.947.263 0,3
430140 (Raw beaver furskins, whole)
430150 (Raw musk-rat furskins, whole)
430160 (Raw fox furskins, whole) 341.147.539 6,9
430170 (Raw seal furskins, whole)
430180 (Raw furskins of other animals, whole) 187.106.480 3,8
430190 (Raw furskin pieces (e.g. heads, tails, paws)) 1.990.167 0,0
4301 (Raw furskins, pieces for furriers use, not hides etc.)4.964.354.847 100,0

Source: Own calculations based on UN (2017)

counts for 89 percent (2015) of total glo-
bal trade in unprocessed fur.

Of the different fur types, fox is the next
largest single product, but it only accounts
for approximately 7 percent of total trade
in unprocessed fur. At the same time, the
importance of fox has decreased signifi-
cantly regarding international trade in un-
processed fur: In the mid-1990s, fox ac-
counted for up to 1/3 of total international
trade in raw fur skin, but it has since wit-
nessed a considerable decline.

On the contrary, during recent 10-15 years
the importance of mink fur skin has incre-
ased significantly regarding international
trade in raw fur skin.

Figure 10. Share of mink skin in world
total fur export 2000-2016

Note: 2016: Preliminary

Source: Own calculations based on COM-
TRADE (2017)

Assuming that the importance of mink
skin on the international market reflects
the importance of mink skin generally (in
relation to fur skin types that are relevant
in this project, excluding rabbit skins etc.)
then the total value of all raw fur skins
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can be estimated by multiplying the value
of mink skins with a factor representing
the share of mink of international fur tra-
de year by year. The total value of all raw
fur skins is (for 2015):

V
all 

= V
mink

 * (100/89)

V
all 

= Value of all raw skin production
V

mink
 = Value of raw mink skin production

As the relative importance of mink skin is
changing from year to year – and as there
seems to be a clear trend –  we must take
that into account when we estimate the
value of all raw skin production.

Based on these assumptions the value of
global raw mink and fur skin production
is estimated in figure 11.

Figure 11. Value of global raw mink and
fur skin production 1995-2015

Source: Own calculations based on data from
table 4 and figure 4-7

Assumptions:

The number of raw mink skins produced
is as shown in table 4.

The prices of the skins are collected from
the four major fur auctions (figure 5-8).

The prices of raw mink skins have each a
weight corresponding to the size of the fur
auctions.

For China: China’s production is largely
not traded on auctions, and therefore,
Chinese production has its own
weighting.

Value of all raw skin production is esti-
mated from „value of raw mink skin pro-
duction“, adjusted yearly for mink fur
skins‘ share of total world export of fur
skins.
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5. Fur manufacturing industry

Statistics about production, employment,
turnover, import, export etc. in the fur
manufacturing industry in EU countries
are published by Eurostat. Fur manufac-
turing is a step further down stream in 
the fur value chain and closer to the fur 
retail level. By moving this step further
we eliminate an uncertainty in the fur skin
production level (fur farming), and mark-
ups are reduced and shall only cover value
added from fur manufacturing to fur retail
level.

Statistics about “sold production value in
fur manufacturing industry” can be used,
when information about production of
raw fur skin is limited or unreliable. The
statistics can also be used to verify or sub-
stantiate raw fur skin production.

However, these production statistics from
Eurostat have limitations:

Firstly, not all countries report relevant
data to Eurostat –  or data are not updated
or they are inadequate – so important data
are not available.

Secondly, fur manufacturing statistics
from Eurostat only covers companies with
more than 20 people employed. The statis-
tical data must then be multiplied with a
factor dependent of the share that compa-
nies with more than 20 people employed
cover. This correction factor is determined
through interviews with fur business peo-
ple in individual countries. However, an
extra uncertainty is added in this way.

Through a questionnaire sent to European fur 
organisations, correction factors have been

collected. Table 6 shows that only a minor
share of companies in the fur manufactur-
ing industry has more than 20 people em-
ployed.

Table 6. Percentage of fur manufacturing
that comes from companies of less than 20
people

Per cent
Germany 90
Turkey 80
Italy 90
UK 100
Greece 45

Source: Questionnaire and answers from Eu-
ropean fur organizations

Table 7 includes figures for the European
fur manufacturing industry: Sold produc-
tion value. 2015 or most recent year with
available data.

Table 8-11 contains figures from 1988 to
2014 showing production value, export,
import and net import.
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Table 7. Fur manufacturing industry: Sold production value. 2015 or most recent year with
available data

15.111.050 14.201.030 14.201.090
 Tanned or dressed Articles of apparel and Articles of furskin

 furskins or skins  clothing accessories  (excluding apparel,
 (excluding rabbit,  (excluding hats  clothing accessories,

hare or lamb) and headgear)  hats and headgear)
Euro Euro Euro

France 6.747.227 124.615
Netherlands
Germany 2.292.962
Italy 1.459.036.000 175.328.000 310.218.000
United Kingdom 1.226.166 1.122.153
Ireland 4.307.000
Denmark 16.759 2.410.474 222.765
Greece 5.688.632 89.326.266 14.823.752
Portugal 9.575.576 1.761.597 131.619
Spain 5.162.375 4.076.943
Belgium 971.437
Luxemburg
Iceland
Norway
Sweden 1.607.659
Finland 317.098 2.107.347 420.584
Austria
Malta
Turkey 80.794.684 185.248.309 4.980.272
Estonia 946.789 15.344 7.540
Latvia 213.536 1.014.007
Lituania 828.911 56.389
Poland 1.337.093 146.149 687.329
Czech Republic 128.176 102.553
Slovakia 1.329.065 359.190
Hungary 919.593 86.640
Romania 1.404.369 1.742.277 164.886
Bulgaria 71.582 157.992 196.850
Slovenia
Croatia 920
Bosnia and Herzegovina
For. JRep. Macedonia 456.880
Montenegro
Serbia
EU15TOTALS
EU25TOTALS
EU27TOTALS 1.504.207.702 331.994.464
EU28TOTALS 287.663.676

Source: Eurostat (2016).
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Table 8
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6. Estimation of fur retail value

6.1 Introduction
Estimation of fur retail value is not as
simple as it might be:

First, fur garments etc. are often sold in
several different shop types: Normal fur
shops, department stores, clothing stores,
online shopping, etc. then, the total fur
retail value is the sum of turnover in
several different types of outlets.

Secondly, fur garments are often sold
together with other products in the stores.
The stores’ total sales thus comprise of
several different products (often leather
products) and therefore, the total revenue
cannot be used as an estimate of the
sector’s total fur retail value.

Third, fur skins can account for a larger or
smaller part of the finished products. Fur
skin as accessories are substantial in scale
and it can obviously be difficult to price
the retail value of these accessories
(because they actually represent only a
small part of the total value) and to
identify them in the statistics (because
they not classified as fur garments and
accessories)

Fourth, in general, the availability of data
to estimate the retail value of fur products
on country levels is insufficient. National
statistics do not include these data, and
statistics from business organizations etc.
are in general not sufficient and
comparable. Retail statistics –  on both
national and international level –  are not
collected or published by national
statistical institutions the same way as for
example production, import and export
statistics are collected and published.

6.2 Retail products and outlets
Fur retail products have become much
more diversified:

Fur may constitute almost the entirety of
the garments (fur jackets, fur coats, etc.).
Fur skin can often only be part of the
garment (accessories). Fur skins can also
be used for non-apparel (bags, etc.).
Finally the fur can also be used for key
rings, etc.

Box 3 shows the diversity of applications
that fur can have. It appears that fur skins
can be used in many places, and that the
final product classification may be very
different. The examples also show that fur
may represent a relatively small part of
the total product –  both in value and in
size.

It emphasizes that it can be difficult to
separate the value of fur in those
composite products and that it therefore
may be difficult to determine the total
value of fur traded retail.

This diversification makes it difficult (if
not impossible) to get an overview of the
value of the final sales (retail value) in all
applications for fur skins.

Retail stores and retail outlets in general
are also changing and become more diver-
sified. There are at least five different re-
tail outlets:

Firstly, there are dedicated fur stores
where fur clothing is the main product.
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Box 3. Examples of diversification of fur products

Pillow

BagKey chain

Coat

Ear phone

Accessories/
shoes

Secondly, there are shops selling fur
clothing with "similar" products like
leather.

Thirdly, the fur clothing can also be pur-
chased in normal clothing stores.

Fourth, fur skins as accessories is typical-
ly sold in completely different shops.

Fifth, there is an ever-increasing develop-
ment of retail business by internet-shops.
There are also internet stores that either
specialize in the sale of fur clothing, or
sell fur clothing along with other prod-
ucts.

Box 4 gives examples of different fur re-
tail outlets.

When the sale of fur and fur products to
end users is so fragmented and changea-
ble, it becomes even more difficult to col-
lect data and assess the value of total
sales.
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6.3 Model and mark-ups
As adequate official statistics are not
available or sufficient, and as
diversification of both products and retail
outlets make it impossible to calculate the
total retail trade, then other methods to
estimate the retail value must be
developed and supplemented.

One method is to calculate retail fur value
based on the number of produced skins,
the price of the produced fur skins and
mark-ups. This method model has several
advantages

• All fur products in the retail industry
have raw skins as unique raw material.
There is a clear correlation - a value chain
- from raw skins to finished fur product in
the retail trade.

• Mark-ups (the factor to be used to go
from year to fur retail value) can be
calculated and collected by store checks

• All raw fur skins end up as fur retail
products. There is no other alternative use
of raw fur skin.

• Using the mark-up-model covers all fur
products regardless of product type, outlet
type, etc. The factor/mark-up is expected
to be valid for all raw (or dressed) skins,
and then the retail value of all skins –
regardless of its final use – is included.

The model takes production of raw fur
skin as a starting point – and then we
move forward in the value chain.  This
“forward integration approach” ensures
some consistency of both model, data and
results.

The model must be used for all individual
countries, and finally all results can be
collected in a global database. The model
can easily be updated each year, as the
mark-ups are expected to be rather
constant year by year.

Box 4. Examples of different fur retail outlets
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Mark-ups can be determined by local
reporters from each (major or significant)
country. Special countries (with no local
data supplier, with reliable fur garment
retail value, or countries with non-
transparent markets e.g. China) can be
treated separately.

Mark-ups are expected to be rather
identical for similar countries. However,
methods to estimate coefficients can be
described. Calculation of fur skins per fur
garment can be used: If one fur coat
demands for example 25 fur skins, and if
the price of both coat and raw (or dressed)
fur skins are available, then the factor or
mark-up can easily be calculated. The
factor/mark-up is expected to be valid for
all raw (or dressed) skins, and then the
retail value of all skins – regardless of its
final use – is included.

It must be assumed that the retail prices,
values and profits in the fur value chain
will change when there are dramatic
changes in the prices of raw skins. Mark-
ups will adapt and change, when the
prices of raw skins differ much from
market balance.  When the prices of raw
fur skin increase very much, then the fur
garments will not increase in price with
the same percentage. Double prices of raw

fur skins will not result in double prices of
fur garments.

For that reason the global fur retail value
is estimated on the basis of variable mark-
ups. It is assumed that the market was in
balance in 2010, that the mark-ups in the
following years were variable, and that
the increased value in subsequent years
primarily was a result of an increasing
supply of raw skins.

6.4 Empirical estimations of mark-ups
Estimation of mark-ups is crucial for the
final estimation of the fur retail value. As
mentioned in chapter 5.2, there are several
ways to estimate the mark-ups. In this
case fur industry organizations in different
countries have been asked about mark-
ups, and their answers have been used.
Also interviews with people in the
business have been useful sources. Finally
also counting the number of fur skins per
fur coat gives input to calculate mark-ups.

Results are shown in table 12.

Estimation of mark-ups –  and estimation
of the variability of mark-ups –  can
currently be studied more precisely in the
future. Inputs from fur organisations etc.
have also be used to improve the quality
of data input.

Table 12. Estimated mark-ups from different countries

Source: Inputs from fur industry organisations in different countries, Chen (2013) and
Hansen (2016)

S CH I Ice Slk China DK

Average retail price mink coat (USD): 5000 12500 3500 7000 4000 3000
Average numbers of mink skins per coat (USD)50 50 21 30 27 22
Farmer price per skin (USD) 33,6 33,6 33,6 33,6 33,6 20
Mark-up 3,0 7,4 5,0 6,9 4,4 6,8  6-7
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Table 13. Cost and price ratios and coefficients (mark-ups) for different types of fur
garments

Note:
The value of dressed mink skins includes wholesale fee, dressing and transport

The low price jackets and low price coats are only sold on the Chinese market, and Chinese
companies are working with very low profit margins

Source: Salomon, Yves (2017)

Number of skins Value of dressed
Type of fur garment Price (Euro) being used  mink skins Coefficient
Coat, average 5.000 30 1.500 3,3
Coat, low price 1.500 30 1.260 1,2
Coat, high price 15.000 30 2.150 7,0
Jacket, average price3.000 20 1.000 3,0
Jacket, low price 1.000 20 840 1,2
Jacket, high price 7.000 20 1.250 5,6

Information about the fur value chain, fur
markets and fur prices has also been ob-
tained from Yves Salomon, Paris. The
company produces and sells fur garment
at retail level through retail shops in sev-
eral countries.

The company regards itself as a fashion
company more than a fur manufacturing
or fur selling company.

In the 1980s there were about 5.000 fur
shops in France, and today the number
has fallen to about 100.

The company has made three important
strategic choices:

1) Development of strong brand

2) Work shops in various countries

3) Export.

The development - and the sustained
strengthening - of the brand has been the
most successful driver behind the expan-
sion and the competitiveness of the com-

pany. The company also produces fur gar-
ments for private labels.

Mr. Salomon underlines, that the fur mar-
ket is changing, so that the traditional fur
shops are being more and more supple-
mented by fashion shops, mixed shops,
except in China, Korea and Russia. Also
the traditional fur jackets and fur coats
will more supplemented by fur accesso-
ries, fur trimmings and mixed and match
fur items etc. The change is moving from
Europe and North America to Asia.

In table 13, the cost and price ratios and
calculated mark-ups are presented. The
mark-ups from dressed fur skins to retail
sale for the European market (high prices)
are about 6-7, and the average mark-ups
(including the Chinese market) are 3,0-
3,3. Other studies show, that if mark-ups
from auction sales are included (including
fees, transport, tanning and dressing), the
mark-ups must be multiplied by a factor
of 1,3.

Mark-ups for design fur garments are
much higher, but they account for only
about 1 per cent of the market.
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Table 14. Prices and mark-ups from raw fur skin to fur retail sale. All values in Euro.
Spring 2017. Estimated by Philippe Beaulieu, president of the French Fur Association

Raw mink skin price, average of male and female (45 and 38) = 42
Auction costs: x 1,1 = 4
Transport: 1
Dressing and trimming: 5
= price of dressed and trimmed mink skin: 52

Transport 1
Production cost : 10

Transport: 2
Total cost: 65

Total skins used: 15
Total cost of all skins (15 x 65): 975

Wholesale margin: x 1,7-2 (1,85 x 975): 1.800
Retail margin: x 2,6-3: (2,85 x 1.800) 5.130

15 raw mink skins (15 x 42): 630
Final mink garment (15 skins): 5.130
Mark-Up: (5.310/630) (incl. 20% VAT) 8

Source: Beaulieu, Philippe (2017)

The calculations are based on fur skins
bought at Kopenhagen Fur in spring 2017,
dressed and trimmed abroad and
processed in France and sold at retail level
in France.

When it is design fur garment, then the
mark-up is much higher - up to 20.

The estimates are assumed to be valid for
the fur industry in general in France.

The mark-ups (in per cent) are rather
constant during periods with changing
raw fur skin prices.

The recent 40 years have been
characterized by continuing decline of
French fur retail business.

Today, around 20 fur retail stores are left
in France with a total turnover of about 45
million Euro per year. In addition to that,
fur garments and fur accessories are sold
in “ready to wear”-shops, “mixed shops”,
fashion stores etc.

:

Information about the fur value chain, fur markets and fur prices has also been obtained
from Philippe Beaulieu, president of the French Fur Association. The major results are
presented in table 14.
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An increasing part of processed fur skin at
retail level is sold as “accessories” etc.
(See also box 3). Mark-ups for such prod-
ucts will depend on the importance of the
fur skin in the final product. In this
project only products with a significant
fur skin share of total value are consid-
ered.

An example is key chains - here produced
by Oh! By Kopenhagen Fur.

Figure 12. Fur accessories: Fur key
chain produced by Oh! By Kopenhagen
Fur

In this key chain fur skin is the major in-
put and raw material. Based on retail pric-
es, inputs etc. from Oh! By Kopenhagen
Fur (2017) mark-up for such a product
can be calculated to 12,5.

Oh: By Kopenhagen Fur produces other
kinds of fur accessories, and mark-ups
will depend on the share of fur skin of the
final product. However, the fur key ring is
a typical product, and similar products are

expected to have mark-ups in the same or-
der of magnitude.

Accessories with a lower content of fur
skins will - ceteris paribus - have higher
mark-ups, but fur skins will then only cre-
ate a minor part of the final value. As a
mark-up around 12,5 can be assumed to
represent accessories with a high content
of fur skins, then using this mark-up gives
a fair and general picture of the value that
fur skins create within the product group
of accessories.
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7. Global fur retail value

The global fur retail value can now be
calculated based on production values of
raw fur skins, based on mark-ups, and
based on a number of assumptions de-
scribed in previous chapters.

The turnover from world fur retail 2005-
2015 is shown in figure 13.

Figure 13. Global retail fur value 2005-
2015

Source: Own calculations based on data from
figure 2 and 11 and table 15.

The figure shows a significant increase
until 2013, and a decrease after 2014.

The development is driven by a number
of factors:

* Increasing amount of produced and
marketed fur skins (2010-2014) -
increasing volumes

* Increasing prices (2010-2014)

* Economic drivers (purchasing power,
financial crisis, trade barriers etc.)

* Climate (cold or warm winters)

* Supply driven factors, through
incentives to strengthen domestic
production

*  Establishments of new retail outlets

* Legislation

* Product and market diversification,
where new segments are developed

The value of fur retail in major countries
and regions is shown in table 15.

Table 15. Value of fur retail sale in major
countries and regions, 2010-2015

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
USA 1,3 1,5 1,3 1,2 1,5 1,4
Canada 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3
Russia 3,4 3,8 4,0 4,1 3,6 2,2
China 10,7 13,7 15,1 17,0 18,6 16,9
Europe 6,8 7,0 7,5 8,0 7,3 7,0
Other 1,9 2,0 2,0 2,0 1,9 1,9
Total 24,3 28,3 30,1 32,5 32,9 29,1

Source: Own calculations based on data from
table 4 and figure 4-7.

It should be noted that data in table 15 are
the result of several hundred inputs, and
that updates and revisions of these data
are ongoing.
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8.1 Introduction
Information about fur retail sale from se-
lected countries is collected and pre-
sented. While the mark-up model can give
reliable retail results on a global level
(where uncertain import and export figu-
res are eliminated), lack of data can in
some cases cause, that the mark-up model
cannot be completely and solely used on
national levels.

For that reason – and to supplement and
check data based on mark-up-models –
fur retail data are collected from other
sources, such as official statistical databa-
ses (if they may exist), industry reports (if
they can be verified, substantiated or do-
cumented) and interviews with people in
the fur business.

8. Fur retail values for individual countries
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8.2 Germany

The German fur industry consists of a
number of different companies, plants and
units in the value chain. In this context,
the primary production of fur skin on
farms and directly related industries are
ignored while focus is on the downstream
activities in processing, trading,
distribution and retailing.

Table 17 illustrates the present structure
and size of this fur industry in Germany.
Both companies and employment are
significant along the value chain.

Deutsches Pelz Institut has also  for
several years collected data about the total
turnover from fur retail industry. The
turnover from 1990 to 2015 is shown in
figure 14.

Table 17. Structur e and size of the fur industry in Germany

       Companies Employment
Fur wholesale suppliers, commission agents,
fur finishers, fur apparel manufacturer 200 1.200

Furriers businesses as traders 475 2.000

Other specialized fur retail (without workshop) 250* 1.400*

Fashion / clothing retail with fur in assortment 11.000*

* Estimates

Source: Deutsches Pelz Institut (2016) - partly based on Zentralverband des Kürschnerhandwerks

Figure 14. Total sale (turnover) from fur
retail industry in Germany1990-2016

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
1,029 1,065 1,086 1,089 1,049 1,000 0,900

Note: 1990-1998: ECU exchange rate used to
convert from D-Mark to Euro. 2016: Estimate

Sales include non-fur products. The industry
does not count sales according to sources.

Source: Own calculations based on Deutsches
Pelz Institut (2016 + 2017)
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The figure shows an increasing trend
during the period, and the level has been
close to 1 billion Euros per year.
However, since 2013 there has been a
major decrease, and a decrease of about 8-
10 per cent in 2016 is expected.

As mentioned, the turnover includes non-
fur products, but because of the
classification of the outlets, it is assumed
that fur products account for a major part
of the turnover. Figure 15 also confirms
that fur products probably account for a
significant part of the turnover:

Figure 15. Sale from fur retail industry in
Germany and price of raw mink skin
1990-2015

Note: 1990-1998: ECU-rate used to convert from
D-Mark to Euro.

Sales include non-fur products. The industry
does not count sales according to sources.

Source: Own calculations based on Deutsches
Pelz Institut (2016) and Kopenhagen Fur (2016).

Figure 14 shows both the sales from fur
retail industry in Germany and the price of
raw mink skin. There seems to be a clear
correlation, and this may be explained by

the fact, that raw fur skin is an important
input cost in the fur manufacturing
industry and by that also in the fur retail
industry. The clear correlation may then
indicate that fur garments are a major part
of the sale from the fur retail industry.

The clear correlation between retail sale
and fur skin prices is spectacular, as a
number of factors other than fur skin
prices will influence fur retail sales: The
weather is a significant factor (Deutsches
Pelz Institut, 2016), but also economic
cycles, purchasing power etc. are
significant factors.

As described previously, fur garments and
fur accessories are also sold in other
categories and other type of outlets, which
are included in the turnover shown in
figure 14 and 15. Fur skin accessories,
bags with fur skin etc. are examples.
However, these products are very difficult
to identify fully and to quantify, so it will
just be noted, that data for fur skins used
for fur garments in retail stores will
probably underestimate the real and total
retail value of all fur skins.

Germany has a significant import of fur
apparel and clothing. In 2015 the import
was 73 million USD (66 million Euros).
48 million Euros was “Articles of apparel
& clothing accessories of furskin”, while
the remaining 18 million Euros was
“Articles of furskin except clothing and
accessories”.

During recent years German imports of
fur apparel and clothings has followed the
same trend as the registered data for sale
from fur retail industry - see figure 16.
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Figure 16. Total sale (turnover) from fur
retail industry in Germany and
Germany’s import of fur  garments, 2002-
2015

Source: Own calculations based on
Deutsches Pelz Institut (2016) and UN
(2016)

Germany’s import of clothing, accessories
and other articles of furskin comes mostly
from China, but also European countries
like Italy and Greece are important  - see
table 18.

Table 18. Germany’s import markets of
clothing, accessories and other articles of
furskin (2015)

Country    Per cent
China 34,8
Italy 12,9
Greece 10,2
Turkey 9,9
Viet Nam 8,7
Philippines 5,6
France 3,0
Hong Kong 1,9
Other 13,1

Source: Own calculations based on UN
(2016)
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8.3 UK
Fur retail data in UK is not registered or
collected systematically by any public
authority, so there are no official
statistics.

As there is no fur skin production in UK,
all skin products – raw skin, dressed skin
and fur garments – are imported.
However, fur garments are also produced
in UK based on imported fur skins.

Statistics about “sold production value in
fur manufacturing industry” can be used
to verify or substantiate fur retail sale
coming from domestic production and not
from import.

Data for fur retail sale for UK can be
calculated based on fur manufacturing
statistics and/or import/export of raw fur
skin, tanned and dressed skin and fur
garments.

Statistics about “sold production value in
fur manufacturing industry” can be used
to verify or substantiate fur retail sale
coming from domestic production and not
from import.

Eurostat publishes fur manufacturing
statistics, but only companies with more
than 20 people employed are covered.
The statistical data must then be
multiplied with a factor dependent of the
share that companies with more than 20
people employed cover.

Table 19 shows sold production value
from fur manufacturing industry in UK in
recent years.

Table 19. Sold production value from fur
manufacturing industry in UK (USD)

>20 employed Total* (5%) Total**(15%)
2010 876.620 17.532.400 5.844.133
2011 834.217 16.684.340 5.561.447
2012 1.125.951 22.519.020 7.506.340
2013 1.487.177 29.743.540 9.914.513
2014 -
2015 1.226.166 24.523.320 8.174.440

Note:
14201090 - Articles of furskin (excluding
apparel, clothing accessories, hats and headgear)
+
14201030 - Articles of apparel and clothing
accessories, of furskins (excluding hats and
headgear)

Data includes only companies with > 20
employed

Total* (5%): > 20 employed = 5% of all
Total** (15%): > 20 employed = 15% of all

Source: Eurostat (2016)

The table also contains estimates based on
assumptions about the share of production
value coming from companies with more
than 20 employed. However, as the share
of production value coming from
companies with more than 20 employed is
expected to be rather low (based on
market information from UK), up-scaling
by multiplying with a factor incurs
additional uncertainty.

Another method is to calculate the value
of raw fur skin, tanned & dressed skin and
fur garment being available on the market
in UK. Assuming that stocks are less
important (and the influence of stocks will
be eliminated over time), then the
available fur products = net import (import
minus export).

Net import in UK during 2011-2015 is
shown in figure 17.
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Figure 17. Net import of  raw fur  skin and
of clothing, accessories etc. of furskin in
UK

Source: Own calculations based on UN
(2016).

The net import of tanned and dressed fur
skin is not included, as it is negligible in
the period.

Based on mark-ups from raw fur skin to
retail, and from import to retail, fur retail
sale in UK can be estimated. See figure
18.

Clothing, accessories etc.
of furskin

Figure 18. Estimated fur retail sale in UK,
2011-2015

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Fur available 62 90 210 291 179
Fur manufacturing 57 99 153 211 183

Note: Assumptions:

> 20 employeed: 15%
Mark-up: Raw -> retail: 10
Mark up: Manufacturing -> retail: 5
Mark up: import -> retail: 5

Source: Own calculations based on UN
(2016).

One method is to multiply mark-ups with
raw skin and fur garments available on
the UK market.

The other method is to use data for sold
production from fur manufacturing
companies with more than 20 employed
and to upscale - and to add imported fur
garments.

The figure shows, that the two different
methods give similar results.

In both cases assumptions have been
verified and substantiated by market
players.
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8.5 Russia

Right up until the early 1990s, Russia
(Soviet Union) was regarded as the
world’s largest producer of farmed mink.
In the late 1980s, the production of mink
pelts was calculated at 10 million (Titova,
2003), while in 1993, production was
estimated at about 12 million pelts, which
equated to 36 percent of world mink
production. According to Sojuzpushina
(2013), the total number decreased subse-
quently, and in 2000, production had
fallen to a total of 3 million fur skins, the
majority of which were mink.

Based on Fur Auctions (2017), where skin
production and/or herd size is registered,
and based on assumptions about produc-
tion per female, total farmed fur skin
production can be calculated - see table
20.

Table 20. Production of farmed fur skins
in Russia (2016)

Number
Mink 2.052.000
Arctic fox 71.000
Silver fox 14.000
Fox 74.000
Sable 71.000
Raccon dog 4.000
Chinchilla 5.000
Fitch 30.000
Total 2.321.000

Source: Own calculations based on Fur Auctions
(2017)

Russia is the World’s biggest importer and
net-importer of fur garments, so it will be
crucial to include Russia, when fur retail
sale in individual countries shall be
measured and quantified.

In general, Russia is a major player on the
international fur markets: As an exporter
of fur skin, but mostly as an importer of
fur garments. Several countries still have
Russia as their most important export
market for their fur garments. For coun-
tries like China, Greece, Turkey and Italy,
Russia was the most important export
market in 2015.

Countries export fur garments to Russia
for 2,0-2,5 billion US$ per year, and there
has been a steady increase since 2008 in
spite of financial, economic and political
crises, cf. figure 19.

Figure 19. Major countries’ export of fur
garments to Russia, 2006-2016

Note: 2016: Preliminary

Source: Own calculations based on UN (2017)

Data comes from the UN trade database
COMTRADE, but the figure - especially
for 2015 and 2016 but also for other years
- must be interpreted with caution. Still,
the trend seems to be reliable and consist-
ent.

The Russian organization, Russian Fur
Union, collects data for fur retail sale, cf.
table 21.
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Table 21. Russian annual fur garment
retail sales, USD, billion

2012-13 4,5-5,0
2014-15 3,1-3,5

Source: Statistic data, based on marketing
investigation of Russian Fur Union

The Russian Federal Statistics publish
data about fur retail sale - see table 22.

Table 22. Retail fur garments sales in Rus-
sia (billion)

RUB USD
2010 84 2,8
2011 93 3,2
2012 103 3,3
2013 110 3,4
2014 115 3,0
2015 110 1,8
2016* 41 0,7

* January-June
Source: Federal Statistics (2016)

The table shows an increasing trend in the
beginning of the period, and a decrease in
the latest years. The fur retail sales seem
to follow the same trend as the import of
fur garment - cf. figure 20.
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Figure 20. Retail fur sales in Russia and
Russian import of fur garments (billion)

Note: Import = other countries’ export to
Russia

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
1) 2,8 3,2 3,3 3,4 3,0 1,8
2) 3,4 3,8 4,0 4,1 3,6 2,2

1) According to table 22
2) Final estimation

Source: Federal Statistics (2016) and UN
(2016)

The figure indicates, that the two curves
follow the same trend, although the retail
curve may change faster than the import
curve.

As the fur retail data also includes fur
garments produced in Russia, as there are
price mark-ups from import to retail, and
as Russia also exports fur garments, it is
obvious that retail figures are higher than
import figures. The table below the figure
then includes an estimate for Russian fur
retail sale taking into account both
Russia’s significant import, and also
results from table 21.

The Russian statistics about fur garment
sales are under revision, and an upward
adjustment is expected.
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8.6 China
China is by far the largest and most
important country in the global fur value
chain. China is the biggest producer and
exporter of fur garments and the biggest
producer of raw fur skins.

According to Irinbank (2016) total sales
from the Chinese fur industry amounted
to 9 billion USD in 2011 and 14 billion
USD in 2014. See figure 21.

Figure 21. Total fur  industry sale in China

Source: Irinbank (2016)

According to Yanjie, Huang (2016) this
represents the manufactured value and
must be multiplied by 2 to represent a re-
tail value.

A significant part of the Chinese fur in-
dustry sales is international sales - export.
The Chinese export of fur garment (see
figure 22) has been increasing, and it ac-
counted for 27 per cent of the total fur in-
dustry sale in China in both 2011 and
2014.
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Figure 22. Chinese export of fur  garments

Source: Own calculations based on UN (2016)

Assuming that this export sale/domestic
sale ratio is constant in the period, and
that retail sale = industry sale multiplied
by two, then the fur retail sale in China
can be estimated - and is shown in figure
23.

Figure 23. Chinese fur retail sale 2010-
2015

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
10,7 13,7 15,1 17,0 18,7 16,9

Source: Own calculations based on data from fig-
ure 23 and 24.

The Chinese fur retail sale is then estimat-
ed as manufactured value (according to
official Chinese statistics) multiplied by 2
and minus export. This gives an estimate
for domestic retail sale.
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8.7 USA
The US is the world’s fifth largest
producer of mink fur skins producing 3,75
million mink pelts in 2015. The value of
pelts produced during 2015 was US$ 117
million, down 46 percent from US$ 216
million a year ago.

However, wild fur skins also represent a
significant part of the total fur skin
production in the US. Table 23 shows the
production of wild fur skins in USA in
2015.

Table 23. Production of wild fur  skins in
United States (2015)

Type Production Avg value  Total Value
Number USD  USD

Arctic Fox 0 - -
Badger 14.858 19,53 290.177
Bassarisk 172 - -
Beaver 177.288 12,31 2.182.415
Bobcat 42.766 244,45 10.454.149
Coyote 409.040 50,91 20.824.226
Fisher 3.123 35,44 110.679
Fox, Gray 61.063 22,72 1.387.351
Fox, Kit 352 - -
Fox, Red 116.982 18,34 2.145.450
Fox, Swift 457 0
Gray Wolf 1.045 169,73 177.368
Lynx 1.315 87,18 114.642
Marten 7.883 38,74 305.414
Mink 57.883 9,69 560.886
Muskrat 821.315 4,62 3.794.475
Nutria 4.005 1,75 7.009
Opossum 197.910 2,86 566.023
Otter 20.391 31,97 651.900
Raccoon 1.426.786 5,95 8.489.377
Skunk, Hooded 165 4,43 731
Skunk, Spotted 815 4,43 3.610
Skunk, Striped 104.372 4,43 462.368
Squirrel 11 0,54 6
Weasel 17.483 2,21 38.637
Wolverine 475 211,73 100.572

Total 3.487.955 52.667.465

Source: IFF based on data from USA

The table shows that about 3,5 million
wild fur skins were produced and that the
production value amounts to 53 million

US$. This illustrates, that wild fur skins
are important products in the fur value
chain and that they also contribute to the
fur manufacturing industry and to the fur
retail industry.

Import of fur garments is a major source
for the US fur retail industry  probably the
most important source. Annual import of
“Clothing, accessories and other articles
of furskin” has the value of about 150
million USD – see figure 24.

Figure 24. US import of “Clothing,
accessories and other articles of furskin”

Source: Own presentation based on UN (2016)

The import product group is named
“clothing, accessories and other articles of
furskin”, and it consists of two sub
groups, “Articles of apparel & clothing
accessories of furskin” and “Articles of
furskin except clothing and accessories.”
SITC-code numbers are shown in the
figure.

Almost 1/3 of the total import is now
“articles of furskin except clothing and
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accessories” indicating a more and more
diversified use of furskin – see figure 25.

 Figure 25. US import of “Ar ticles of
furskin except clothing and accessories” as
a share of total “Clothing, accessories and
other articles of furskin”

Source: Own presentation based on
UNCOMTRADE (2016)

Own production of furskin in the United
States is also a source for the fur retail
industry. US production has increased

Figure 26. Mink skin in US: Annual production and price, 1995-2015

Source: Own presentation based on USDA (2016)
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during recent decades, while prices have
been rather volatile – see figure 26.
Combining production (million skins)
with price (USD per skin) gives an
increasing production value trend in the
period. Production value has more than
doubled in the period.

A major part of the production is
exported, and production value and net
export value seem to follow a similar
trend – see figure 27.

Net export is around 85 per cent of
production value. Considering added
value from farm level to export level etc.
it can be assumed, that 15 per cent of all
mink skins produced in US is
manufactured and sold at retail level in
US. It is also assumed that this is also the
case for other fur types.

Based on US production of fur skins,
export share, import of fur garments etc.,
mark-ups etc., US fur retail sale can be
estimated. Figure 28 shows the estimated
development 1996-2014.
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Figure 27. US production value of mink skin and net export of mink skin
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Figure 28. US fur retail value - estimated
based on mark-ups

Source: Calculations based on UN (2016) and
table 3

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
1,27 1,54 1,26 1,16 1,49 1,38

According to the figure, the annual fur
retail sale in USA is around 1,2-1,5 USD
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billion per year. The calculations of fur
retail sale are based on mark-ups depend
on certain assumptions:

* 85 per cent of fur skin production is
exported. 15 per cent is processed
and sold on domestic retail fur
market.

* Mark up from raw fur skin to retail:
10.

* Mink skin accounts for 85 per cent
of fur retail sale (= raw mink skin’s
share of total international trade of
raw fur skin)

* Mark-up from import value to retail
value: 6.

By using relatively high mark-ups, it is
taken into account that other fur skins
than mink and fox skins (wild skins) play
a significant role in the US fur business.

Source: Own presentation based on USDA (2016) and UNCOMTRADE (2016)
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